
April 26, 2012 

Counting is proving.

Some years ago there was a famous case of a smaller company 'Global Links Corporation' where a 
private shareholder continued to add so many cheap shares that he finally arrived at 100% of share 
capital. To his big surprise however, big selling continued and so this scandal and the reason for stock 
hammering was suddenly unfolded. Stockgate was born.
Unfortunalely waiting for SEC is almost likely to wait until seeing an iceberg in very short distance. 

Alcatel-Lucent unfortunately has a very big freefloat but I believe there is a relatively easy way for 
private shareholders to investigate themselves into possible massive (naked) stock dumping at ALU.
Thanks to internet and shareholder boards such as Yahoo, Boursorama, IEX and so on reaching a lot of 
private shareholders shouldn't be to difficult. I read about single shareholders recently having added 
50k and in some cases about 300k. 
Imagine how many shares just the 11.500 Americans that get e-mail alerts on ALU from Seeking Alpha 
probably will have accumulated recently. Let's say 8.000 of them are holding Alcatel-Lucent shares 
now. 
A roughly guess would be that because of several relatively big shots, these private shareholders on 
average could posses 50.000 shares at the close of April 25. That alone would make a grand total of 
400 million shares. And that's just the Seeking Alpha part of American shareholders!
Even in Germany W:O forum on Alcatel recently attracted many views.. and for Alcatel normally 
irrelevant Frankfurt exchange saw very unusual trading volumes. I myself being a Dutchman (living in 
Germany) noticed over IEX-forum that after February 9 a lot of dutch private investors for the first 
time ever did buy into Alcatel.
In France the ALU community on Boursorama forum has crazy activity, so in France tens of thousands 
of private persons should recently have added Alcatel shares. 

The more I thought of it, the more astonished I was of the continuous drop of Alcatel and the staggering 
selling volumes, which tended to never dry up.
My goal would be to count and prove as much as possible individual share holdings into a combined 
grand total. 
I think February 9 (before Q4 numbers) and April 25 (before Q1 numbers) are the most appropriate 
dates to count the accumulated privately hold totals and thus also would supply very interessting facts 
about additions in a period of only 11 weeks where over 3 billion (!) ALU stocks were sold in New 
York and Paris. 

Counting privately held Alcatel shares will probably protect us much better against worst case 
scenarios, simply because of being able to cover them up.
As far as know this is never done before but I am convinced it could be a very effective way to unlock 
a big illegal shorting scheme, and if succesful, the idea could easily be copied to other companies, 
where very suspect selling volumes compares fo free float arise.
At least it is worth a try and I am prepared to spend a few weeks on it. 

I hope to receive from as many ALU-shareholders as possible data on either the number of Alcatel-
share they hold at the close of both February 9 and April 25.

 mail to : iamfromgermany@yahoo.com 



 subject : ALU private share count 
 please supply a single line mail in this format : 

name, country, number at the close of February 9 2012, number at the close of April 25 
2012, 

 example : Jim Jones, USA, 20000, 70000 or 
 example : F. Collard, France, 6000, 8000 

Please do not use decimal points for thousands. It is very important to give precise numbers, while 
(eventually) it could be necessary to be able to prove the totals.
In a few weeks I hope to have accumulated the holdings of at least thousand private Alcatel 
shareholders, If we then were already to arrive at big adds in this particular period, that of course would 
be very explosive information. 

Notes
* If you possibly sell/sold your shares after April 25, it still is very helpful to know the numbers you 
had as of both dates.
* It also is very important that the provided numbers are correct, since eventually it could be necessary 
to prove them if a class action or something was needed, e.g. in case of a dirt cheap takeover could be 
proven to be on bases of illegal stock printing.
* No data will in any way at any time appear on internet, they are completely safe.. on alcatel-
shareholder.org just the anonymous numbers will appear of course.
* Thanks in advance.. and any suggestions very welcome of course, but please in a seperate mail (with 
another subject).
* If someone could translate the articles into French language, that would be very helpful. 

Schöne Grüße von / best wishes from Iamfromgermany. 


